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Downtoearthvideo.com Launches a New Method to Help People When
Stopping Drinking

Downtoearthvideo.com launches a new method to help people when stopping drinking. Activity
levels on the site have increased after the news was released.

Houston, TX. (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Downtoearthvideo.com is a launching a new method to help
people when stopping drinking so they have another option to try when attempting to get away from an alcohol
habit. People who follow the down to earth site will now be able to check the new method out when they feel it
is time to kick the drinking habit.

John Mc Carthy, one of the main directors on the site said that “we have been working on this new method to
help people who are stopping drinking for a quite a while now. The method is nothing new by itself but borrows
from a variety of other methods that are used to help people quit alcohol. We have a number of people on our
team at the site that have strong background in psychology so the method for stopping drinking is largely drawn
from mind based principles that have been used over the years to help alcoholics. There is also a lot of practical
advice in the new method and lifestyle change suggestions which are bound to help a lot of people out”.

Activity on the site is increasing this week as more and more people are finding out about this new method to
quit alcohol that the team have come up with. Some people are actually half through trying out the new method
at the moment and are very pleased with the results so far according to the management team at
Downtoearthvideo.com.

In addition to putting the new method on the site for those people who are stopping drinking the management
team are also giving away details on another method of quitting for people who binge drink and drinking
excessively. All the information about the method is available for free at http://downtoearthvideo.com/.
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Contact Information
Keith Baxter
Stopping drinking
http://downtoearthvideo.com/424/stopping-drinking.html
713-392-6222

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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